To dear Hazel. Wishing you a very happy birthday, and all the best
for the future. Love and best wishes from Clare Hoyle — Clare Hoyle
I hope when you open this egg you will be settled in life and all your
sad times will be behind you. I wish you happiness for your future.
Love from Granny xx — Margaret Pain
Never forget how much you are appreciated & how we all believe in
& support you as you reach for new dreams. Keep believing in
yourself & remember I believe in you too. Happy Birthday! — Mum
Happy 40th Birthday, Mummy. Love from Amber. XXXXX
XXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX — Amber Lily Booty
I love you, Mummy. Happy Birthday. Love from Tyler. xxxxxxxxxx
oooooooo xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx oooooooooo
xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx — Tyler Booty
So Little Sparkly Toes, you broke my beautiful egg!!! Curiosity got
the better of you did it? Well, my message to you isn't in this egg, try
again, Love Marrow xx — Aunty Marion
Life really does begin at 40. It isn't just a cliche. Enjoy it. Love Uncle
Pat xx — Uncle Pat
Happy 40th! We've shared many laughs and some tears too. Your
friendship is so important to me and I love the fact that it has stayed
so strong. I look forward to many more laughs with you!x —
Michelle
Happy 40th Giggle Sister! Hope you are tickled pink on your
birthday! I'm sure we'll still be giggling when we are old and grey.
Hope so!x — Michelle
You've shown great courage these past years, to find & be who you
feel you are & live a life that makes you truly happy. These are my
wishes for you to continue unfolding. Happy 40th Sis. — Lucy
Locket

"Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind
don't matter and those who matter don't mind" (Dr.Seuss) — Lucy

Hi. Happy Birthday Hazel. Do I get a complimentary laundry? Or is it
double time?! — Hamish

Maybe one day we will cycle London to Brighton eh? — Simon
Only seems like yesterday we were teenagers at youth club! Such fun,
giggles and a touch of angst about boys! It's been great to be back in
touch to re live those memories. Happy birthday. Xx — Paula
Trahern
As you turn 40, you're busy wishing while you're fishing....enjoy
stopping in this time of shopping for your carpe diem...while I dabble
with Latin, I've got to add caveat emptor!! Fun times :) xx — Liana
Wakeford
What a miracle it is that we're alive among trillions of stars on a
planet teeming with diverse lifeforms & we can do almost anything
we can imagine. That's worth celebrating. Happy birthday — Mark
Happy Birthday Hazel. Hope you have a great day and have lots of
happy times this year. Lots of love. — Solly

